Congenital and Structural Heart Disease Interventions Using Echocardiography-Fluoroscopy Fusion Imaging.
With the increasing frequency of catheter-based interventions in congenital heart disease and structural heart disease, the use of fusion imaging has become a major enhancement for understanding complex anatomy and facilitating key steps in interventional procedures. Because transesophageal echocardiography and fluoroscopy are displayed in different visual perspectives, the interventional cardiologist must mentally reregister the images from the two modalities during the procedure. Echocardiography-fluoroscopy fusion (EFF) imaging displays the x-ray and ultrasound overlay images in the same visual perspective. This new technology allows for enhanced team communication, improved visual guidance, and more efficient navigation. The purpose of this review is to describe the EFF imaging technology, current uses of EFF imaging in congenital and structural heart disease, and future directions that will enhance this unique imaging technology to guide interventional procedures.